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Whole 
House 

Radiator & 
Underfloor 

Central 
Heating



Heating options for 
your home
The type of heating system you select will greatly influence how warm 

and comfortable your home is during those long, cold winter months.

There are many heating options available, but one heating system 

stands out from the rest in terms of performance and comfort. That 

system is European designed and manufactured gas boiler radiator 

central heating-the heating system that heats your whole home.

What is radiator central 
heating?
A central boiler running on natural gas or LPG, heats water; this 

then circulates through a network of pipes to a series of radiator 

panels. The hot water heats these radiator panels before 

returning to the boiler to be reheated and re-circulated. The 

radiators heat quickly to provide radiated and convected heat. 

This results in a clean, silent, draught free and very comfortable 

form of whole house-heating. In other words, ‘A Better Heating 

Solution’.

Why choose radiator 
(whole-house) central 
heating?
Comfortable & Healthy - 
Gentle ambient heat.
Radiant heating is widely accepted as the most comfortable 

form of heating. Naturally silent it delivers consistent 

warmth. And  it doesn’t rely on forced air, it provides a gentle 

ambient form of heat for the whole house, not just one or 

two rooms.

Controllable - Heat where 
and when you need it
Compared to alternative single-source heating options that 

may only heat one room (often over heating), Radiator Central 

Heating is highly efficient and able to heat your whole house. A 

fully programmable thermostatically controlled Radiator Central 

Heating system gives you the flexibility to heat the whole house, 

or heat different rooms, to different temperatures, at different 

times of the day.

Efficient - Delivers high 
efficiency at all times
The high efficiency ratings of the Immergas range of boilers (up to 

98%) means Radiator Central Heating is one of the most efficient 

ways to heat your home. Water transfers heat at a much higher 

rate than air, so radiators can heat a room in a matter of minutes. 

Most importantly, performance is maintained irrespective of the 

temperature outside, unlike some other heating alternatives.



Design, quotation and installation

Design and quotation
Based on your own particular requirements and the plan 

and layout of your new or existing home, a cus tomised 

heating design will be developed. A quotation based on 

installation of this design will be provided.

Installation
As an approved Immergas installer, our team of 

plumbers, gasfitters will install and commission your new 

heating system.

The range
Immergas Steel Radiators
Immergas radiators can be installed in both high and low-temperature heating systems. Immergas radiators are ideal 

in combination with Immergas boilers. 

Construction:  1.2mm thick steel panels

Colour:  White

Standards:  Manufactured in accordance with EN442

European Standard



Aluminium Radiators 
With elegant styling and contemporary design, our range of Ragall Aluminium radiators will complement any modern living space. 

Centodue
Designed for the modern interior, CENTODUE features 

clean lines and a smooth finish. 

Butterfly
Characterized by a solid linear design, BUTTERFLY 

was created to make the most of contemporary living 

spaces where wall space is limited.

Towel-Rail Radiators
Complete your home heating with a stylish-ladder style towel 

rail. These rails are designed with the contemporary home in 

mind. They are available in multiple widths and heights to 

ensure the perfect fit for your home.

Mini Eolo  
Combi and heating only 

wall-hung compact boilers, 

room-sealed.

GENERAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

• Available heat outputs of 

24 and 28kW

• Compact dimensions

• Boiler diagnostic by display

Other Immergas Boiler models 

are available, including external 

and combination heating and 

instantaneous hot water.

Immergas Boiler

www.betterheatingsolutions.co.nz

Better Heating Solutions/Hydroflow distributors of leading heating brands




